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The fastest, most accurate file comparison and protection, ever

The latest release of Workshare combines market-leading comparison and metadata removal in one, simple desktop
solution. It includes online services that extend collaboration beyond the desktop, giving you the ability to share new
versions more efficiently and securely than ever before.

Be accurate

Be selective

Documents have become more complex and Workshare

Sometimes you don’t need or want to compare a whole

Compare has evolved to be more accurate.

document in the process of a review. Now you can be

Workshare Compare masters the art of comparing tables,
detecting changes to their structure and their content.
Advanced table comparison goes above and beyond. It
finds changes in complex tables, tables within tables,
and overlapping tables - comparing them accurately and
displaying results beautifully.

more selective when you compare.
Choose two snippets of text or code, you can also
compare two images or tables – any content really –
and run a comparison with Workshare Professional 10.
Powered by our powerful DeltaView technology, you get
dead accurate results on any specific content you need
to review.

Be fast

Be sure

Stay on top of versions and amendments by catching

Stop worrying about whether that document you

them as they arrive in your inbox.

sent to your important client includes

Workshare Compare checks incoming attachments to see
if they’re changed versions of documents you sent out.
From your inbox, open the comparison with a single
click.

embarrassing metadata. Workshare checks and
cleans every document you share; however you
share it.
Workshare’s cutting-edge metadata cleaning
engine reduces the time it takes to scan and clean
an average document by 65% – the fastest in the
market.
You can be confident your documents are sent
securely and the contain only the information you
intended to share.
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Compare
•

Compare Word to Word, PDF to PDF, PowerPoint
to PowerPoint, and Word to PDF using patented

The technical bit Operating System:
Microsoft Windows 7 SP1, 8.1, 10 (32 bit and 64 bit)

DeltaView technology.
•

Select sections of text, images or tables to compare,
rather than an entire file.

•

Extend Microsoft Excel’s comparison to your DMS.

•

Every change is quantified and categorized, so it’s
simple to see what matters.

•

Receive change notifications in Outlook, alerting you to
changes in the attachments you’re sent.

•

Embedded in your DMS, you can run comparisons
directly from within that platform.

•

Accept and reject changes made in modified versions
and pull them back into the original document,
preserving formatting and style.

Secure
•

Scrub documents of metadata and secure all your files
before they’re emailed or sent outside your firm.

•

Apply specific security policies, so sensitive
content never leaves your firm unintentionally.

Microsoft Office System:
Office 365 (desktop) (32/64 bit)
Office 2019 (32/64 bit)-including click-to-run
Office 2016 (32/64 bit) - including click-to-run
Office 2013 SP1 (32/64 bit) + Japanese - including
click-to-run
Email System:
Microsoft Outlook 365 (desktop) (32 bit)
Microsoft Outlook 2019 (32 bit)
Microsoft Outlook 2016 (32 bit)
Microsoft Outlook 2013 SP1 (32 bit) + Japanese
IBM Notes 9.0.1 FP7, FP8 and FP9
Browsers:
Microsoft Edge, latest version
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
Google Chrome, latest version
Mozilla Firefox, latest version
Citrix:
With Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 or 2016
(64 bit) - Citrix XenApp 7.5, Citrix XenDesktop 7.5
DMS Integrations:
NetDocumets
iManage
OpenText
Worldox
Microsoft SharePoint
HighQ
G Suite by Google Cloud

About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, Workshare has developed and
released intelligent technology for business services firms. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.
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